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A modelling framework, known as Dynamic and Dependent Tree Theory, is provided which overcomes restrictions 

in the Kinetic Tree Theory developed in the 1970s for the analysis of fault trees.  Kinetic Tree Theory assumes basic 

events to be independent and its implementation generally requires that the component failure models feature 

constant failure and repair rates and the options for representing maintenance processes are very limited.  This paper 

describes the modelling framework which integrates Binary Decision Diagram methods, Petri nets and Markov 

approaches to remove the need for the restrictive assumptions which therefore enables the fault tree model to better 

represent actual system characteristics.   
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1. Background 

Fault Tree Analysis has its origins back in the 

1960’s and its conception is attributed to Watson 

of Bell Laboratory when analysing the causes of 

an inadvertent launch of the Minuteman 

Intercontinental Ballistic Missile.  The time 

dependent mathematical framework, known as 

Kinetic Tree Theory (KTT), (Vesely, 1970) was 

added at the end of the decade.  In this 

methodology, the analysis of the fault tree is 

performed in two stages.  The first delivers the 

qualitative analysis producing minimal cut sets, 

the second, quantitative stage then produces the 

system failure mode probability and frequency.   

 Performing the calculations requires 

assumptions about the operation and design of 

the system which will result in the independence 

of all basic events.  In most commercial 

packages there are also very limited models for 

the component probabilities which assume 

constant failure and repair rates, and 

maintenance strategies limited to dealing with 

either non-repairable components, or repairable 

components whose failures are revealed and 

unrevealed.  

 Since the 1970s advances have been made in 

the technologies employed in systems design, 

along with their operation and maintenance that 

limit the ability of these traditional techniques to 

represent modern system performance.  

Advances have also been made in fault tree 

analysis methods and system failure modelling 

capabilities.  Significant examples being the 

exploitation of Binary Decision Diagrams 

(BDDs), (Rauzy, 1993) and Petri Nets, 

(Andrews, 2017).  These methods, along with 

Markov models, (Andrews, 2002), provide the 

tools to create a framework which removes the 

assumptions of: 

• Component independence  

• Component constant failure and repair rates 

• Simplistic maintenance strategies 

2. Dynamic and Dependent Tree Theory 

(D2T2) Algorithm 

The foundation of the methodology is to exploit 

the BDDs ability to represent the causes of the 

fault tree top event in a logic equation which has 

a disjoint form. Since the paths through the BDD 

are mutually exclusive, the dependencies and 

complexities, modelled by the Petri net and 

Markov models, only need to be considered 

within the context of the paths through the BDD.  

In order to apply the algorithm, as shown in 

Fig.1, the problem needs to be broken down into 

a series of independent modules.  Dependencies 

contained within each module are solved with 

Petri nets or Markov models whose results  
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Fig. 1      D2T2 Modelling Process 

 

Are substituted into the path calculations to 

derive the top event probability and failure 

intensity.  To minimize the number and size of 

the paths through the BDD is essential in order  

to perform the analysis efficiently and so the 

modularisation process is key. 

 

3. Modularisation 

Basic Events which are mutually dependent are 

placed in a common dependency group.  

Modularization is carried then out in 2 stages.  

The first uses the Faunet approach with some 

extensions to account for events which appear in 

the same dependency group.  This is applied to 

reduce the complexity of the fault tree.  Then the 

algorithm of Rauzy & Dutuit (1998) is utilized to 

enable smaller independent modules of the fault 

tree structure to be identified.  In order to be 

applicable for fault trees with dependent basic 

events, events in the same dependency group are 

given the same label when applying the 

algorithm. 

4. Application 

The application of the Dynamic and Dependent 

Tree Theory Framework is demonstrated using a 

pressure vessel cooling system example. 
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